
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Greymouth Jockey Club Date: 16th January 2016 
Weather: Overcast  
Track: Slow 9 
Rail: True 
Stewards: J McLaughlin (Chairman), N Ydgren, S Renault 
Typist: A Keenan 

 

GENERAL:  
All riders underwent work place breath screening with all providing clear results. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: 

 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: THIRD TIME LUCKY, FARCE, KAHARAU, MONTEGO BAY, TIEBREAKER, BACK IN THE DAY, ABSOLUT 

EXCELENCIA, ZAH KEISHA, TUKAWA 
Suspensions:    

Protests:    

Fines: Race   

Warnings: Race   

Bleeders:    

Horse Actions:    

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race   

Late Scratchings: Race   

 Race   

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 JACK CURRAGH MEMORIAL MAIDEN (1500M) 

FLAVOURING shifted outwards on jumping and made contact with JULIEFOUNDHER. 
OUR SPICE shifted inwards on jumping and hampered JONA MAC.  
THIRD TIME LUCKY raced keenly in the early stages. 
DANN DOONAYR tailed the field from the 1300 metres. 
OUR SPICE raced in restricted room near the 1200 metres. 
ANCIENT raced wide from the 1000 metres. 
OUR SPICE had to steady for a distance when in tight quarters near the 400 metres. 
PAYMENT PENDING was heavily restrained near the 400 metres when awkwardly placed to the inside of OUR SPICE.  
PAYMENT PENDING was held up for a short distance thereafter. 
Near the 150 metres THIRD TIME LUCKY, which was attempting a narrow run, was accidentally struck across the nose by 
the whip of the rider of JULIEFOUNDHER. 
LOCHAN ORA lost a left front plate during the running. 
 
Race 2 GREYMOUTH STAR RATING 65 (1500M) 

DAVONE CODE raced keenly in the early stages. 
FARCE was crowded near the 1100 metres when awkwardly placed between DAVONE CODE, which shifted outwards when 
over racing, and LET’S ESCAPE. 
DESERT SABOTEUR gave ground from the 400 metres. 



 

Race 3 RON MESSENGER MEMORIAL RATING 85 (1500M) 

LEEDS began awkwardly. 
CAPO bounded at the start shifting in making contact with GOLD ALLURE which had begun awkwardly resulting in both 
runners getting back. 
UPPLAND raced wide in the early stages. 
TACTICALL and LEEDS raced keenly early. 
DIAMOND EDGE made the bend near the 1150 metres awkwardly. 
LEEDS was steadied near the 900 metres when awkwardly placed on heels. 
TACTICALL raced in restricted room near the 800 metres. 
LEEDS was held up for a short distance passing the 400 metres. 
GOLD ALLURE shifted ground near the 300 metres to obtain clear running. 
LEEDS shifted outwards near the 200 metres to obtain clear running. 
When questioned regarding the performance of GOLD ALLURE, rider K Kalychurun advised he had become further back 
than he anticipated due to its bad beginning, adding that the mare had finished on well after having to shift ground near 
the 300 metres. 
The connections of TACTICALL reported that the mare had lost a right front plate during the running. 
 
Race 4 GREY DALY REAL ESTATE MAIDEN (1100M) 

COATED IN STARS was slow to begin. 
SUNFLOWER (K Mudhoo) began awkwardly and made contact with OKAGBARE shortly after the start.  Rider K Mudhoo 
became unbalanced and lost the use of his left side iron only regaining the use of that iron near the 900 metres. 
BLACK ESTATE raced greenly in the early stages. 
Passing the 500 metres MACEDON lay inwards and made firm contact with OKAGBARE. 
OKAGBARE was held up for some distance near the 400 metres when awkwardly placed on heels. 
EZICARE was steadied near the 350 metres when racing in tight quarters. 
OKAGBARE had some difficulty finding clear racing room near the 300 metres having to be heavily restrained when on the 
heels of the tiring EZICARE. 
The connections of OKAGBARE advised that the mare hand sprung a left front plate during the running 
 

Race 5 VERNON AND VAZEY RATNG 65 (1100M) 

TRANSOME began awkwardly and got back. 
JAIDES JEWELL bounded and was slow to begin. 
AGOSTINI blundered near the 900 metres and lost momentum.  
When spoken to about the performance of favoured runner CINDERELLA, rider J Lowry reported that the mare was not 
comfortable with today’s slow track. 
TIEBREAKER lost a right front plate during the running. 
 

Race 6 GREYMOUTH BUSINESSES SPRINT (1100M) 
SANDY’S STAR shifted outward on jumping and hampered MILK IT, BACK IN THE DAY, SABER and PAINTBALL which got 
back.  
PAINTBALL raced wide throughout. 
BACK IN THE DAY raced keenly for a short distance past the 800 metres. 
PAINTBALL lay inwards under pressure and made contact with MAIA’S ANGEL near the 80 metres and had to be 
straightened. 
The connection of SABER reported the gelding had lost a right front plate during the running. 
 

Race 7 JACK O’DONNELL MEMORIAL GREYMOUTH CUP (2000M) 

REDEEM bounded as the start was effected. 
KINGIESSTAR began awkwardly and got back. 
SLICK NICKEL raced wide throughout. 
WERIO raced keenly in the early to middle stages. 
SLICK NICKEL lay inwards under pressure near the 600 metres placing SPEEDY JAX in restricted room. 
CHEESE MAKER was held up for a short distance near the 400 metres. 
CHEESE MAKER shifted ground outwards at the 300 metres to obtain clear running when awkwardly placed on the heels of 
the tiring WERIO. 
L Callaway, the rider of SPEEDY JAX, viewed the films before deciding not to proceed with a protest. 
WERIO lost the left hind plate during the running. 
 
Race 8 RECREATION HOTEL RATING 65 (2000M) 

SPECIAL BID began awkwardly and got back. 



STORM HOME raced wide in the early to middle stages. 
ZAH KEISHA shifted out on jumping and hampered MAEVE DAVONE. 
CASEY MARIE raced keenly in the early stages. 
CARLTON PRINCESS raced ungenerously for a distance passing the 1200 metres when steadied. 
PETER PARKER made the bend near the 800 metres awkwardly. 
A post-race veterinary inspection of CASEY MARIE revealed no abnormalities.  Rider S Wynne reported that the filly had 
failed to handle today’s track conditions. 
 

Race 9 OMOTO SUPPORTERS CLUB RATING 65 (2000M) 
MISS NORWAY began awkwardly and got back. 
BOYSWAY and TUKAWA both raced keenly in the early stages. 
BOYSWAY made the bend near the 1700 metres awkwardly shifting outwards.  BOYSWAY continued to over race in the 
middle stages. 
POINT PROVEN was held up for a short distance near the 350 metres. 
BOOTYFUL had to steady momentarily near the 300 metres when BOYSWAY (K Mudhoo) shifted inwards .K Mudhoo was 
advised to exercise greater care when shifting ground.   
BOOTYFUL and ASCOMANNI came together at the 250 metres and made firm contact.   
When questioned about favoured runner KOLAMAN, rider T Moseley reported that the gelding had travelled well until 
near the 1000 metres when uncomfortable in the lose nature of the track at that point and had only battled thereafter. 
When questioned regards favoured runner SHE’S PAYBACK trainer/rider C Spittles advised the mare had not backed up 
from its previous outing. 
 

 
 


